Abstract-This research presents an innovative and unique way of solving the advertisement prediction problem which is considered as a learning problem over the past several years. Online advertising is a multi-billion-dollar industry and is growing every year with a rapid pace. The goal of this research is to enhance click through rate of the contextual advertisements using Linear Regression. In order to address this problem, a new technique propose in this paper to predict the CTR which will increase the overall revenue of the system by serving the advertisements more suitable to the viewers with the help of feature extraction and displaying the advertisements based on context of the publishers. The important steps include the data collection, feature extraction, CTR prediction and advertisement serving. The statistical results obtained from the dynamically used technique show an efficient outcome by fitting the data close to perfection for the LR technique using optimized feature selection.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
The online advertising is a very vast industry having more than 50 billion worth. The online advertisers are now growing more and more because of the targeted advertising. This field has already produced a lot of research work in the past from ad click prediction to ad serving. With the rapid increase of ad networks the problem of click prediction has also grown. The advertisement serving is considered as one of the most successful story in the field of Machine Learning. Furthermore, the rise in advertisement serving technologies have also brought a real time bidding solution where advertisements are selected based on the features of the publishers and the viewers. The CTR prediction has been used over the past several years in every type of advertisement format, search engine advertisements, contextual advertisements, text advertisements, display banner advertisements, video advertisements etc.
Machine Learning has played an important part in the online serving of advertisements, a paper presented by [1] explains how important the machine learning is in the real world. A lot of research work has been seen in this field but none has been done in the way we have explained in this paper. The methodology and the technique used brings a variation to the ad click prediction technique. The change in methodology is the change in the steps, for example the feature extraction.
This step has been done in wide variety of ways for the regression problems, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) which is used for classification problem was modified to solve regressions problems by [2] . The mapping of ordinal data into a meaningful continuous stream for linear regression to avoid fitting problems in this research has been done using the concept of k-mean clustering and association rule as presented by [14] , [15] , respectively. The clustering and rule mining for textual categorization has been previously researched by [16] , [17] but have not used to solve the regression problems. Whereas [7] presented the conversion of ordinal data into nominal data and ignored the continuous variables for the regression. On the other side, we have seen several approaches to solve the ad click prediction. It has been done using Logistic Regression by various researchers such as [3] , further naïve Bayes has played a vital part in the building of ad click prediction, this can be seen in [4] , [5] . With the increase in rapid growth of online activity, the researchers have been trying to find the various techniques to get the suitable advertisements according to the viewers' interest. The estimation of response for the display advertisements is presented by [6] . Similarly, the more the viewers the ad serving becomes hard to solve, the research presented by [23] has focused on the targeting display advertisements using massive-scale machine learning. Another research in this filed was done by [8] in which the focus is on the comparison of different machine Learning techniques including the logistic regression. The recent growth in the social networking on the internet has produced some great examples of ad serving technologies, Twitter advertising model is also based on the logistic regression, [20] . While, another top network Facebook has used decision trees with logistic regression presented in [21] to serve the ads to their millions of users daily. Logistic Regression has been playing a vital role since the first research in this field. The importance of logistic regression in finding the customers behavior can be seen in the paper written by [9] . These types of models have always come up with an accuracy issues, the goal is to perform regression in a dynamic way for achieving the best possible accuracy. Estimating the errors and accuracy after model selection is one of the important parts of it according to [19] . The focus of this research is centered only to the display banner advertisements which lie within the contextual type. This research paper discusses the complete methodology of the advertisement prediction with several steps which are defined in the later sections. Section II explains the basic working of an advertisement server, how the advertisements are serving over the internet in an efficient way. Section III deals with how the data is collected from viewer's activity. Section IV describes the research methodology and technique used to predict click through rate. Experimental Results and performance evaluation is discussed in section V. Finally, conclusion is drawn in section VI.
II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM
When a viewer visits any website which is publishing the advertisements, the features are extracted from the website, the content understanding through keyword gathering, ad size, ad placement (above the fold or below the fold), viewer's location, and many other important features. They are then fed into the ad server where the data processing takes place from where the ad is chosen based on several factors, these factors are usually the order of advertisements which is shown to the viewer in the past, the behavior of the viewer extracted from the browser and most importantly the click through rate of the advertisements are going to be served. This can be understood easily with the help of fig 1. This whole process needs to be done in few milliseconds else the viewer might end up leaving the website without seeing the ad in the ad space. Further feature like ad placement plays a vital role because an advertisement is not serving the purpose if it is unreachable for the viewer [24] . The past researches have shown that this is a regression problem and perfectly fits to the logistic model [3, 8] , however our goal is to use linear regression with a little variance in the feature selection method where we will use techniques like clustering to make the feature meaningful in order to avoid over fitting and under fitting problems.
III. COLLECTION OF VIEWERS' ACTIVITY
This section presents the technique used for gathering the viewer activity which is used in later machine learning for predicting the click through rate of the advertisements. Since the collection is a necessary step of predicting the CTR for the future ads, a simple algorithm is built to serve the ads and collect the data in the raw form through our practically implemented project and the data gathered is processed later.
Following is the pseudo code for the algorithm used. 
End If

Display <-Ad //display the selected Ad
End For End For
The purpose of this algorithm is to pick the ad based on the context of the publisher plus the maximum bidder within that contextually selected pool of advertisements. In simpler words, it prefers an ad which is more relevant to the content and then picking the highest bidder in the contextually selected pool of ads. Thus the data collected through this is used in the next sections to perform Linear Regression.
IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES
There are several ways to perform ad click prediction, the method and techniques may vary among different types of data sets. From the fig 1 discussed in section III, we have modified the feature selection and machine learning technique blocks using different techniques to serve the same purpose. This section covers the main method and technique used to predict the click through rate of the ad. This will be explained step by step with a proper prove in a proper manner.
A. Feature Extraction And Selection
This section deals with two types of features, one which is gathered in the previous section and used to serve advertisements using a contextual and bidding algorithm and the second one extracted on the run time from the viewer, for which the system is going to predict a CTR. Whenever a data is gathered through run time it has several features, the first task is to get the required set of features which are best for the learning algorithm. The data obtained is not in a suitable form before processing it must be converted to avoid regression problems like over fitting and under fitting [11] . Since there are three different entities Advertiser, Publisher and Viewer linked, so many features are extracted. The following table shows the features extracted from three different sources. These above features can be categorical, nominal and ordinal, also can be discrete or continuous in nature. The features extracted are now needed to be selected efficiently for the learning purpose. The above table has many features that are irrelevant for learning and has no meaning to the click through rate, the output. Advertisement Id, Campaign Id and several other features have no impact on the CTR, so they can be removed from the advertiser list. For the publisher part, all features are important despite that the keywords are meaningless for the regression problems but our task is to make it meaningful since its an important feature for contextual advertisements. This is discussed in the next part of the current section. The features extracted from user are important but not in this scenario because of the toughness of the regression problems, adding them would make the model over fit, thus reducing the efficiency of the system. Following table shows the feature selected for Linear Regression. The above features selected now need to be converted into a suitable form, a form that can be easily processed for the Regression Learning algorithm. Since Regression works only with continuous values, bid remains a perfect feature so no need to work on it. But features like ad size, keywords, ad placement have to be changed into a proper form.
Ad Size and Ad Placement are categorical features these can be mapped as:
 Ad Size to integer, '300x250' to 1, as an example.  Ad Placement to binary, 'Above the Fold' to 1, as an example.
But keywords are values which need to be converted in a continuous stream, since there is no limit and any keyword can be generated by advertiser. The next part focuses on the keyword conversion to continuous stream using clustering to make them meaningful and impactful on the output variable CTR. At this moment the data gathered has the value for CTR, the features and the output now can be used to predict the CTR for the new viewer. For the second type of feature selection where CTR is to be predicted the same process discussed earlier takes place with same set of features as shown in table 2 but used to find the click prediction of the ad. This will be used in the later part of this section.
B. Keywords To Integer Mapping Using Association Rule
The next step is to make the feature keywords meaningful and impactful on the data. As discussed the keywords cannot be converted into a numerical value because of its random generation. Taking as an example, we have a keyword 'football' and we have to map it to a numerical value which is assumed to be 21. For the next keyword 'soccer' this can however be mapped to a value double to the value of the 'football' keyword 42 or any other value which is not repeated in the system, but the evaluation here will not make any useful impact and will be of meaningless value, this would lead to over fitting problem. In order to solve this problem Association Rule can be used to make it meaningful and to avoid fitting problems [12] . This feature can also be ignored but to add a different dynamic to the problem we have considered it as an important part of learning. Also, because the focus is on the contextual advertisements so keywords here define the context of the page on which the ad needs to be predicted. The Rule Mining and clustering technique is used to understand the given keywords would benefit us by avoiding the over-fitting problem without the use of regularization. The categories of the advertisements are labeled by default and the keywords within it will be mapped into a meaning numerical with respect to its distance. Table 3 . LABELLED CATEGORIES
Categories
Sports Health Fashion Figure 2 .
THE DEFAULT CLUSTERS
The focus is only on the sports category and all analysis are based on this category. Following are the sample set of keywords from the sports category. 
Sports Fashion Health
At the moment these keywords look like in the following manner. 
. SHOWING THE MARKING OF THREE CENTROIDS
The centroids are picked as the most commonly used keywords. For example, football, cricket and tennis are the most common terms used with other keywords.
The association rule mining is a technique to find the relationship among certain data set [16] . With the help of this technique the categorization can be done efficiently until and unless the data set has those keywords. The dark colored are the centroids while the light colors are the related keywords. The overlapping in the purple part of two circles is because of the closeness between the soccer and football keywords. The two gray are the neutral keywords that can be categorized in more than one cluster. England and Spain keywords here refer to those two. Spain can be in football or tennis category and England can be in football or in cricket. The following Fig.6 , focus only on the purple clusters, football. Also considering the two neutral circles in its category. Here the distance is showing the relation among the keywords. In the real world, Football or soccer is linked with England then it has its Premier League also known as EPL, the La Liga is the Spanish League having a club Real Madrid with its player Ronaldo. Brazil is a direct link to football. The closeness between the keywords can be defined in terms of the distance between the two keywords. The more related the keywords the less the distance between them. This can be viewed in the fig 6 . Now the distance between them can be used to map them into a meaningful numerical value. As a sample the following table shows result. The above table shows how much each keyword is related to other in terms of the distance value. The more the keywords the closer the value would be. The values may differ each time since this technique performs every time when the learning needs to be done.
C. CTR Prediction Using Machine Learning
Now all the features have been converted into a suitable form and learning can be done easily. The click through rate is predicted when a viewer visits a publisher's website and within few milliseconds the ad is being served based on the maximum CTR. The features as discussed in the previous section are now sent to calculate the CTR of the ads. The ads are picked according to the location of the viewer and category of the website. The problem has been carried out in two ways, the linear regression equation and the normal equation presented by [10] . The predictions are performed using both the ways and are compared in the next part of this section. 
B) Linear Regression
As discussed Linear Regression works only on continuous values of both independent and dependent variables.
The formula of single input LR is given by:
The formula of multiple inputs LR is given by:
Before proceeding the data needs to be normalized because of the expected gap among the values of a single feature especially the keywords, 'football' and 'Ronaldo' might have a gap which would reduce the accuracy, so feature scaling, in other words normalization could solve this problem. Mean and Standard Deviation are the vital two terms that are part of normalization.
Mean:
Normalization formula:
Our goal is to calculate the appropriate parameters to predict the out, the formula to calculate the parameters is given by:
The main task is to reduce the cost by minimizing the parameters:
To make it efficient the cost must be reduced using the gradient descent:
Repeat until convergence { 
(for j = 1 and j = 0)
This must run until the parameters start converging. The Simple Linear Regression also known as the single input/feature/independent variable linear regression is used to have the insights of the one to one relationship of each feature with the output. The θ 0 in both types of linear regression is the interception value. This value is set to 1 which is passed as the interception value, often called as constant [25] . It is used to found the mean of y in case of x=0, however in our problem the intercept value can be removed because the predictors will never be a zero value. It is the response or the output value when all parameters are set to zero [11] , [12] . Alpha ( ) in the gradient descent function is the learning rate which helps alongside the number of iteration to find the best possible parameters. The greater the value of the less iterations would be required and vice versa [13] . Here is set to 0.01 and number of iterations to 400. The above two values are checked and tested. It gives the optimal value of error.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section illustrates the demonstrative experiments to enhance click through rate of the contextual advertisements using Linear Regression based on context of the publishers and evaluate the performance of proposed technique in term of accuracy and standard error.
Simple Linear Regression
The advertisement size and placement are categorical in natural so they can be ignored for simple linear regression. But all continuous based features like bid and keywords are used to show the direct relation with the outcome CTR using a graphical view. The simple linear regression has been defined earlier in this section is used to find the relationship for the following two relations. The data used has been converted into a normalized form.
 Relationship of Bid with CTR Parameters found: -0.001484, 0.017645 For Keyword = 51 (England), the predicted CTR is 0.009720. This could be a negative value upon changing the keyword. From fig 10 it is proved that the keyword relation with CTR is not typical as of previous relation but somehow using this feature alongside other features gives an efficient result, discussed in the next part.
Multivariate Linear Regression
Now taking all features into account and using all in a multivariate linear regression to predict the outcome.
The data which has been normalized is used to find the parameters using the gradient descent. Parameters calculated are shown in the table 7. Fig 13 explains how cost function is converged with respect to the number of iteration which is set to 400. The LR using feature scaling and gradient descent gives a result 0.042821. Normal Equation is an easy way of solving Linear Regression problems. It does not require the steps as performed above. But the limitation is that it cannot be used for a large feature set. Normal equation is given by:
From Matlab, the following results are obtained; The normal equation gives a result 0.042946, almost equal to that we got from the previous method but with no work like cost reduction and feature scaling. This result will vary by changing the no. of records in the data set. The results obtained using the keyword as a feature gives almost the same result from the two ways, linear regression and normal equation. The accuracy and the standard error of the system is calculated using the cross validation set, given in table 9: Standard Error:
y is the observed CTR, y′ is the predicted CTR and N is the total no. of records which is 6. The second last row is the sum and the last row is the mean of the respective column. Standard Error found to be equal to 0.010126512. These types of errors have a direct effect on the accuracy of the training and test data and this is usually found in linear regression [18] . R squared is a useful statistical measure which helps in finding the accuracy of the model [19] . SSE is the sum of squares error, SSTO is the total sum of squares. The last row is the mean value of the respective column. R squared found to be equal to 0.836581861, meaning that 83.65% of data has fitted the model correctly. The accuracy can be increased by removing the keyword from the feature set but the concern here is to use the dynamically converted keyword into a meaningful value as a feature to obtain the best possible results.
VI. CONCLUSION
This research presented a new technique of predicting the click through rate for online advertisements using Linear Regression along with some dynamically added feature known as the keyword. The proposed technique helps to calculate the CTR from a different angle despite causing a minor decrease in efficiency. The accuracy found is 83% and removing that feature could take this accuracy to 95% which is a significant increase and fits the model perfectly but the CTR is also dependent on the keywords since the research is based on the contextual advertisements. For future research work, these results can help to combine and reveal further more techniques to enhance the performance of the advertisement serving over the internet.
